We study transverse effects in a plasma wakefield accelerator. Experimental data from FACET with asymmetry in the beam-plasma system is presented. Energy dependent centroid oscillations are observed on the accelerated part of the charge. The experimental results are compared to PIC simulations and theoretical estimates.
Introduction 2
In a plasma wakefield accelerator, a witness bunch is accel-3 erated by the plasma wake driven by a driver bunch [1, 2] . Pre- In practical accelerators, some asymmetry in transverse beam 8 profiles, as well as transverse jitter between driver and wit-9 ness beams, will usually be present. Asymmetry in the driver-10 witness system may seed instabilities, including the hosing in-11 stability [3, 4, 5] , and subsequently lead to emittance growth 12 or beam break-up. In this paper we analyze experimental data 13 from FACET [6] where the witness bunch is assumed to be gen-14 erated by ionization injection [7] . In particular, we study the 15 transverse phase space in data sets where we intentionally seed 16 asymmetries at the injection. We compare the experimental re-17 sults to PIC simulations and theory. were strong enough to ionize the Li vapour [7] . No direct mea-26 surement was made of the actual length of the plasma channel
27
Email address: Erik.Adli@fys.uio.no (E. Adli) Figure 1 : In the experiment a high charge, highly compressed drive bunch is sent into a lithium vapour. Electron charge may be trapped in the strong wake generated by the drive bunch, and accelerated to high energies. Sextupoles upstream of the plasma are used to generate dispersion at the plasma entrance, which may lead to transverse tilting of the drive bunch.
formed by the beam ionization. pC. In the plasma accelerator blow-out regime [11] , for low 
143
The offset witness bunch will undergo transverse betatron os- 
163
Eq. 1 can be solved for each energy slice independently. The 164 focusing term is given by the ion density, which in the blow-165 out regime is equal to the plasma density n 0 , and the particle
166
Lorentz factor γ, as [11] 167
168
If the wake is static, the witness bunch energy will increase 169 linearly, as
171 where γ 0 is the initial Lorentz factor and g γ is the accelerat- 
Conclusions

204
We have analyzed the dynamics of injected charge in a 
219
QuickPIC simulations used the Hoffman cluster at UCLA.
